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Abstract
This paper presents results on the analysis of scour at offshore foundations, with special reference to gravity structures. Gravity structures are used in a range of applications including oil and gas production, windfarm foundations and infrastructure protection, for example, concrete covers to pipelines. Two published empirical methods available for evaluating scour are reviewed and compared with laboratory and field data. The methods that are presented are reasonable for first order assessment although they do not represent the inclusion of skirts. In a vigorous scour environment a skirt may not prevent scour from undermining the structure and scour protection will be required. Some improvements that can be made to the predictive capabilities are outlined.

INTRODUCTION AND CONTEXT
Marine gravity structures are bespoke structures that rely on their own weight to keep them stable on the seabed, with pin piles or skirts to provide additional lateral resistance. Two types are usually defined including Gravity Base Structures (GBS) – usually steel – or Concrete Gravity Structures (CGS) of various heights, shapes and composite forms depending on their function. They are used in oil and gas projects, for platforms or subsea installations, for providing protection against trawl board or anchor impact (Whitehouse et al, 2010), and for windfarm foundations (Zaaijer, 2003). The use of concrete caissons is also common in civil engineering projects for bridge, breakwater and harbour construction. Effective foundation engineering requires combined understanding from structural, geotechnical and hydraulic-sediment transport disciplines to provide an evidence-based approach to delivering a stable and scour resistant solution. There are considerations for on-bottom stability and also installation with respect to float out and ballasting to the seafloor or lowering from crane barges. Liquefaction can occur due to rocking of the base although this can be mitigated with skirts and drainage systems under the foundation. With respect to scour analysis, there are a number of approaches that can be taken (Whitehouse, 1998). This paper covers the use of GBS and CGS for a range of marine applications and the examples in the current paper illustrate aspects of flow and scour processes and development.

The flow around the structure and through the seabed control the seabed soil response at a specific site. Accelerated flow and turbulence generation give rise to locally enhanced transport of sediment through which gradients in the sediment transport rate are created leading to local erosion or scour. Where the scour takes place on a sand or gravel seabed the material is likely to generate some local deposits associated with that erosion, whereas if the scour occurs on silty or clay seabeds the eroded material is likely to be carried away from the site in suspension, leaving a depression which may not readily be infilled by natural
processes. The scour response is progressive with tidal currents and may develop more quickly under storm conditions. When the duration of currents or storm is shorter than the characteristic time required for scour to develop then the scour will not develop to its equilibrium depth. Currents (tidal or steady) promote scour and wave action from different sectors and of varying magnitudes will enhance or reduce the scouring such that the pattern and depth of scour will fluctuate in time. Recently, for a monopile foundation, analysis of the temporal variations in scour that can occur in a mixed wave and current environment have been illustrated by Harris et al (2010).

GBSs may have skirts but can also be flat based or have ribs. A methodology for scour assessment was provided by O’Riordan and Clare (1990) who stated that scour should be considered in the installation phase including:

- Scour during initial touchdown; and,
- Scour on completion of installation.

For GBSs with a skirt scour during installation can be reduced by making the final bed approach and initial skirt penetration at slack water, during low wave activity, or by preparing the bed with some material that prevents scour but does not impede penetration. Once the skirt has penetrated the bed the relative rates of scour depth development and penetration speed of the skirt tip should be considered, especially in sand. The most vulnerable locations for scour are usually:

- The corners of the GBS (assuming a non-cylindrical shape);
- The leading skirt edge – especially in the final phases of touchdown; and,
- Around templates and pipelines outside the foundation.

In areas with currents sufficient to cause erosion of the bed it was recommended that scour protection vessels should be on station to place material at the most vulnerable locations should this become an issue during installation. O’Riordan and Clare concluded that existing design codes concentrate on the in-service performance of the GBS and that installation activities must not invalidate the design assumptions for the in-service conditions.

Dahlberg (1983) reported on scour at the Frigg TP1 GBS in the North Sea at a site where the uppermost layers of seabed soil comprised fine sand in the range 0.1 mm to 0.2 mm. This soil had a low resistance to scour. Observations from this square foundation in 104 m of water showed scour at two corners of about 2 m depth which had developed mainly during the summer months. Remedial measures were taken using gravel bags and gravel fill which proved effective to remove further scour problems. The sensitivity of the scour to foundation shape was highlighted by the TCP2 structure in 102 m of water with 4 m of dense sand overlying clay. At this foundation only 40 m away no scour was experienced in the sand layer. Elsewhere in the North Sea platforms directly on clay, and without scour protection, have not experienced scour (Hoeg, 1991). In shallower water of 30 m to 40 m in the North Sea the scour around a rectangular GBS (75 m by 80 m by 16m high in 42.3 of water) was measured in the field as between 2.5 m and 3.5 m in 0.15 mm sand (Bos et al, 2002). The use of a skirted foundation provides some means of protection against underscour but does not prevent scour from occurring. Tests of scouring in a wave-current facility (1:40 scale tests of Whitehouse, 2004) with a 20 m diameter circular skirted caisson showed that in vigorous scour environments dominated by currents the skirt might promote the continuing development of scour. In areas with limited scour development the presence of a skirt can adequately protect against underscour.

Installation of foundations in deep and fast flow, e.g. the concrete caissons used for the Tacoma Narrows second bridge crossing, require complex anchoring during installation which can be optimised with physical model tests to assess operational stability (Chakrabarti and McBride, 2005). The in-service situation is covered by scour
assessments and where scour protection is envisaged the filter and rock armour layer scour design can be evaluated in laboratory tests (Hebsgaard et al, 1993). These particular tests related to the Oresund Bridge and site experience recorded during installation of one of the piers was for the action of storm induced currents and waves to undermine the pier shortly after it was installed and thus “it required an extensive grouting program to fill under the base” (Gerwick, 2000). The filter course of stone was then placed around the pier and covered with heavy rip rap.

**PREDICTING SCOUR**

The dimensions of the foundation exerts the major controlling influence on the scour depth $S$, and hence it is conventional to non-dimensionalise $S$ with the characteristic length-scale of the foundation. In the case of a slender pile this is taken to be the pile diameter $D$ and this is also the case for larger diameter piles. Slender piles are defined when the pile diameter to water depth ratio is less than 0.5 (Whitehouse, 1998), and for non-slender piles it is usually assumed that a reduction in relative scour depth (i.e. $S/D$) occurs when the water depth falls below three to five times the pile diameter (Whitehouse, 1998). The height of the pile (with respect to the total water depth) is also important as shorter piles present less disturbance to the flow and less scour than a higher pile of the same diameter (Whitehouse, 1998; Sumer and Fredsøe, 2002). Scour tests with varying structure height and skirt depth geometries have been reported by Simons et al (2009). In the current paper a set of test results to contrast scour development for a mobile sand bed condition are reported (Table 1 and Figure 1) in terms of Froude scaled times (Whitehouse, 1998). For monopile foundations the characteristic dimension is the diameter $D_p$. For the CGS/GBS it is related to the diameter or length of side of the foundation $D_c$ and the height of the foundation above the seabed level $h_c$.

The scour depth for the full depth caisson at the end of the test run is deeper than the other two test cases. It equates to $0.37D_c$, compared with $0.18D_c$ for the girder top caisson, and $0.94D_p$ for the monopile. The result demonstrates the importance of the height of the foundation above the bed on the absolute scour depth, as well as on the rate of scour which was fastest for the full depth caisson after 10 hours than the other two cases.

For predictions, in this case of jackup spudcans, Rudolph et al (2005) summarised a number of field observations and laboratory tests and concluded the maximum scour depth in a mobile seabed location $S_{\text{max}}$ was related to the height of the spudcan above seabed level after initial penetration, $h_c$. They proposed a simple formula based on the height of the foundation with which to make a first order estimation of the maximum scour depth:

$$S_{\text{max}} = K$$

**Table 1 Summary comparison of measured scour depths in a current (1:40 scale tests with equivalent full-scale parameters of 10 m water depth, mobile fine sand, current of around 1.7m/s)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Number</th>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Maximum scour depth after 10 hours</th>
<th>Maximum scour depth at end of test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Monopile</td>
<td>3.4m</td>
<td>4.3m@ 36.1 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Girder top caisson: $D_c = 19m$, $h_c = 2m$, $D_p =$ 4.6m</td>
<td>1.5m</td>
<td>3.5m @ 28.6 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Full depth caisson $D_c = 19m$</td>
<td>5.5m</td>
<td>7.0m @ 19.5 hours</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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They suggested the value of the dimensionless coefficient K was in the region 0.2 to 2 and that the scour depth scaled on the lengthscale hc.

For GBS a current-only scour predictor was presented by Hoffmans and Verheij (1997) to make a more specific estimate of scour for the foundation. This formula was originally developed for full water depth circular structures and Hoffmans and Verheij modified it as follows:

- The pile diameter was replaced by a characteristic length, Dc, taken as the average of the length and breadth of the GBS/CGS;
- The flow depth, h, in the water depth to diameter ratio h/Dc was replaced by the GBS/CGS height, hc;
- The undisturbed depth-averaged flow velocity was multiplied by αc/2 with αc = 2 for a circular structure, and αc = 2.3 for a rectangular GBS/CGS expressing the additional turbulence generated at the corners of the structure. The coefficient αc is an influence factor that represents the flow enhancement near the structure caused by the structure.

The resulting equation for scour depth, S, is given as Equation 2:

\[
\frac{S}{D_c} = 8.96 \left(2 \cdot \frac{0.5 \alpha_c U}{U_{cr}} - 1\right) \left(\frac{h_c}{D_c}\right)^{1.43} \left(\frac{(0.5 \alpha_c U)^2}{gh}\right)^N
\]

with \(U/U_{cr} = 1\) for \(U \geq U_{cr}\) and \(N = 0.83 \left(\frac{h_c}{D_c}\right)^{0.34}\)

Here \(U_{cr}\) is the value of depth-averaged flow velocity for initiation of sediment motion (m/s) and g is gravitational acceleration (m/s²). Given that the Froude number in the marine environment is generally << 1 this provides a practical limitation to the use of Equation 2. A range of geometries have been used in Equation 2 and the predictions are shown in Figure 2.
### Table 2: Input parameters for evaluation of scour predictor Equation 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Dimenson D (m)</th>
<th>Height hs (m)</th>
<th>Water depth h (m)</th>
<th>Ucr (m/s)</th>
<th>Characteristic range of velocity (m/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full depth GBS</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>Same as water depth</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>c. 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S North Sea GBS</td>
<td>71.4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>42.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>c. 0.6 to 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cover GBS</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>30.55</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>c. 0.8 to 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small GBS</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>c. 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2: Scour predictions for the range of typical structure geometries in Table 2**

**EVALUATION OF PREDICTORS**

Comparison with Equation 1 for the girder top caisson (Test 3) suggest a value of $K = 1.75$ based on the initial height of the foundation above the seabed ($h_c = 2m$). This is within the range for $K$ quoted by Rudolph et al (2005). The value of $S$ calculated with Equation 2 for Test 3, using the prototype scale values and assuming live-bed conditions, is 1.82m which is less than the measured value. This is most likely because of the effect of the deep skirt which is represented in Equation 2 by the initial value for height of caisson of 2m. As the scour progresses the effective value of $h_s$ increases and hence so does the scour depth. Hoffmans and Verheij (1997) present a version of Equation 2 which corresponds to the case of the full-depth cylinder; $h_s$ is replaced by the water depth $h$. A calculation of the scour depth for $h_s = h$ in Equation 2 has been made for the conditions of Test 11 and a close agreement was found with the predicted value being 7m. However, it is noted that the scour depth measured in Test 11 may not have been the final value.

Equation (2) has been evaluated for a range of structure dimensions and water depths and the results have been plotted in Figure 2. In each case two lines are plotted, one assuming no threshold of motion and one with the threshold of motion considered to show how this alters the predictions in sub-threshold conditions. The input parameters are listed in Table 2.
Application of the predictor (plotted as $S_{\text{North Sea GBS}}$ in Figure 2) to a structure similar in size to the one evaluated by Bos et al (2002) indicates that the method tends to overpredict, as the prediction (3.5 to 4.4m) in the characteristic range of velocities is larger than the observed scour of 2.5 to 3.5m.

For the cover GBS (Whitehouse et al, 2010) scour at the site commenced within a month of installation leading to some undermining of the footings of the cover and within four months observations showed scour induced settlement had taken place. The scour led to an overall settlement of the structure by about 1.25 m which is of a reasonable order compared with prediction in the characteristic range of velocity.

For the small GBS field observations (Figure 3) with a fine sand in deep water shows that for a current speed of 1 m/s (the design current) an associated prediction of around the same order as that observed (0.3m) is achieved, with the skirt becoming exposed.

A further complexity is the need to evaluate scour in clay, or in two layer soils with sand overlying clay. The experience in Christchurch Bay of GBS towers installed in 9m water depth is relevant (Bishop, 1980). The first tower was situated at a location with 3m of fine sand overlying clay. The central monopile column was 2.8m in diameter on top of a 10.5m diameter concrete base weighing 200 tonnes, with tapering flanks, and no skirt. The foundation experienced a settlement of 0.5m and a scour depth of 0.8m. Subsequently this foundation was removed and a second one with a 20m diameter
concrete base and weighing 800 tonnes was installed at a location with 0.5m sand over clay. It had a shallow skirt 0.7m deep and experienced a maximum erosion depth of 0.8m over a period of about 2 years, i.e. scour of the clay took place as well as the overlying sand to a depth in excess of the skirt tip. The data in Figure 4 shows how the scour developed around the foundation within the first month after installation such that at one location (3 on Figure 4) the scour exceeded the skirt depth and extended into the clay.

CONCLUSIONS
Gravity Base Structures and Concrete Gravity Base foundations require the hazard from scour to be screened to ensure a stable foundation. On sand beds the scour prediction method based on the empirical formulae assessed in this paper provide a reasonable first order estimate of scour in sand. They probably overestimate for the largest structures in shallow water and take no account of a skirt. A skirt, required for stability, does not necessarily prevent scour from developing and undermining the foundation and hence scour protection will need to be installed in vigorous scour environments. The scour predictor will usually be fed with design values (of a steady current). The occurrence of waves and currents during the phases of installation and operation can have a strong influence on the foundation performance. Therefore the reality of a time varying current and wave field needs to be included in scour predictors as has been done for example for monopile structures (Harris et al, 2010).

![Figure 4 Erosion depth for eight locations around the circumference of the second Christchurch Bay tower showing scour through sand into clay (data from Bishop, 1980)](image-url)
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